TELEVISION
NO TAX
Limited Number
DuMont - Philco - G. E. - Sparton
Stromberg Carlson - Hallicrafters - All Sizes & Cabinet Types
WOOD-LAWLER APPLIANCE, Inc.

Public and Private

We get excited about
KITCHENS

MAKE SURE YOU
H ave the RIGHT NUMBER
BEORE YOU DIAL...

You'll find it in your special telephone directory

"The nation's most popular television" began, and the inventory was
The answer is yes, absolutely, it's true
But what about the cost? How much money is involved?
One of the best ways to choose a television is by considering
Once you've narrowed down your choices, it's time to
talk to a professional about their options

"HAPWORTHY AMES
PHARMACISTS

21/2% Current Discount

RUG SHAMPOOING
DMING AND WASHING
RUG COMPANY

HAWTHOBNE PHARMACY
RICHMOND AVENUE

Follow us in NEW JERSEY and its future..."